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Introduction
In the early eighteen hundreds, prominent Belfast citizens decided to found an
Academical Institution to school their younger sons and prepare their older ones
for a career in medicine, the Presbyterian ministry orjust 'useful' life. After many
vicissitudes, the 'medical department of the Royal Belfast Academical Institution'
was formed and its five-member board of faculty met for the first time on
8 October 1835. It had a detailed published 'plan' including arrangements for
clinical instruction agreed with theBelfast Fever Hospital and General Dispensary,
a forerunner of the Royal Victoria Hospital, and the full curriculum was eventually
in place for 1 May 1836. Since then a recognised medical school with an
approved curriculum has been in continuous existence, with Queen's taking the
part of 'Inst', and clinical teaching now spread over a wide range of general and
specialist teaching hospitals throughout the province but historically and
geographically still centred at the Royal Victoria Hospital. With some 150
graduates each year, the Belfast school is among the largest in these islands.
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A sesquicentenary occasion was arranged for 15/16 May 1986, centring on an
all-day symposium, though flanked by a reception at Stormont and a dinner in
the Whitla Hall, and pleasantly interrupted by lunch in the City Hall generously
hosted bythe Lord Mayor. Up to 300 attended the social events; somewhatfewer
at any one time the symposium. Graduates attended from many countries.
The symposium was in two parts, each of five papers. The first, fittingly, dealt
with the origins of the school (Sir Peter Froggatt), some notable graduates who
had established their reputations working elsewhere (Dr John Weaver), personal
experiences since the first World War (Sir Ian Fraser), and the history of two of
our esteemed Belfast general teaching hospitals which had not previously
received as much attention as the others (The Ulster Hospital - Mr Hume Logan;
the Mater Infirmorum Hospital - Mr Joe Verzin). The second part considered
some of the areas of modern research in which the school and its associated
hospitals have excelled. Many could be called but few could be chosen. Dr Mollie
McGeown dealt with renal transplantation, Professor John Dundee with just one
of his many research topics, Mr Derek Gordon mainly with head injuries, and
Professor Ian Roddie with pre-clinical personalities and achievements. Dr John
Shepherd, one of our most distinguised emigres, opened the session with a
characteristically wide view of medical developments as seen from the United
States.
The occasion had been foreshadowed in my address on 16 May 1985 to the
Ulster Medical Society, made possible by an invitation from the then President
(Dr John Weaver), but the organisation and success were due to the drive and
enthusiasm of Professor Barry Bridges. Queen's University, the Eastern Health
and Social Services Board, the efforts and contributions of many individuals, and
other organisations listed elsewhere, made the occasion possible.
A venerable, venerated and 'mother' medical school should have a permanent
record of such proceedings for its many and widespread graduates and for
posterity, the more so since its centenary went almost unnoticed. The Ulster
Medical Journal is the appropriate publication since the great majority of its
subscribers are products of the school.
Editing the papers has proved a pleasurable task and I am grateful for the
invitation from the Journal's editor, Dr David Hadden. I aimed to preserve each
author's style and flavour, yet ensure that the content and scholarship of each
paper could pass the strictest panel. As always, Miss Ann McKeown's help in
sub-editing was invaluable. I hope that the symposium Proceedings, the only
such in the 150-year history of the school, worthily portray and represent our
great heritage.
PETER FROGGATT
Guest Editor.
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